Abstract. An explicit dimension formula for the vector space of Hermitian modular cusp forms of degree two with respect to the modular group r2(Z[;]) = SU(2,2) n A/4(Z[/]) is obtained via the Selberg trace formula and its arithmetic properties. Also, a generating function for the graded ring of Hermitian cusp forms of degree two is given.
The Hermitian symplectic group of degree n, 12", is then defined as the subgroup of matrices satisfying lMJM = J in M2n(C); i.e.
fi" = {M e M2n{C) |lMJM = j). For a given imaginary quadratic number field F, we denote by K its ring of algebraic integers. The Hermitian modular group of degree «, r"(K), is defined as r"(K) = fi" n M2"(K).
Let S(k; Tn(K)) be the space of holomorphic function /(Z) on Hn with /(Z) satisfying the following conditions: dimension can be written as an integral of a Bergman kernel function of certain Hilbert space over a fundamental domain on Hn with respect to Tn(K) when k is sufficiently large. This is called the Selberg trace formula. More precisely, let K(Zlt Z2) = C(k, ^[detf^Z! -%))Y with C(k,n) = 2-"2-"vr-"2 n (k-2n + l + i+j).
Then for /c > (4« -2), we have [7 or 9] dimc5(^;r"(K))=/ £_ K(Z,y(Z))J(^Z)-\dctY)k-2"dZ, With a certain modification [5 or 12 or 15] , we can exchange the summation and integral in the Selberg trace formula so that we can compute the contribution from a certain conjugacy class or a family of conjugacy classes, as has already been done in the real case [5 or 12 or 15] . Of course, the contribution from certain conjugacy classes which are zero is already known [15] .
After conjugacy classes with zero contribution are excluded, it now remains to compute the contributions from those conjugacy classes with characteristic polynomials which are products of cyclotomic polynomials and their divisors over Z[i]. Thus we can write the dimension formula as a finite sum of products of certain zeta functions and integrals. All these integrals can be evaluated by [7] for regular elliptic cases or by a direct calculation except for the contribution from the identity. Meanwhile, zeta functions involved in the formula can be evaluated except for a zeta function associated with the vector space of 2 X 2 Hermitian matrices studied by Sintani [16] . The contribution from the identity can be determined by certain arithmetic properties and an estimation of the volume of a fundamental domain. Thus we get a dimension formula with an undetermined constant which can be determined by the fact dimc5 In the remaining sections we compute contributions from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements, conjugacy classes in Ej and r2°.
2. Contributions from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements. To compute the total contribution from conjugacy classes of regular elliptic elements, it is unnecessary to classify their conjugacy classes explicitly [12] . The total contribution can be written as T.yM(y) ■ I(y) where y ranges over all representatives of con- Here a and ft are constants independent ofk.
Remark. We need not have spent time determining a and /? since the same kind of unknown constants will occur in our calculation. So we can wait until the last stage to combine them together and determine their sum.
3. Contributions from conjugacy class in E]. Conjugacy classes of Ej can be classified by the elementary method employed in the real case, so we do not repeat it here. Besides those conjugacy classes in Sp(2, Z) listed in [11] , we have the following new conjugacy classes for E2:
In this section we compute contributions from conjugacy classes in E] n Sp (2, Z) and (1) and (2) , iy], y > 0, as a fundamental domain in our calculation; see also [5] . Note that
Here T2\c is the centralizer in SU(2,3) of a representative. Proposition 7. The contribution of conjugacy classes represented by [S, E2] with rank S = 2, to the dimension formula is a constant independent of k.
Proof. It follows from a similar argument of Shintani [16] . Combining the propositions above, we then get Proposition 8. The contribution from conjugacy classes represented by unipotent elements to the dimension formula is given by
with 8 a constant.
5. The remaining contributions and the final formula. The remaining contributions come from conjugacy classes in r2° and those elements with characteristic polynomial (X2 + l)(X -i)2. Since the set of fixed points on H2 for any such element is a variety of dimension no more than two, the total contribution is given by P(k) + Q(k) X [1, -1; 4] with P(k) and Q(k) being polynomials of degree 2 by the Hirzebruch proportionality principle [14] . Also, these contributions can be computed directly by similar arguments as in [5 or 11] .
To save space, we only calculate here those contributions from elements with characteristic polynomial (X -l)2(X + l)2. Let M = E2 X (-E2), G be the centralizer of M in SU(2,2) and G' = /mgG|M = ac hd x[pr j]eSU(2,2)\.
Then it is easy to see that G' is a subgroup of G of index 2.
Lemma. A fundamental domain for C on H2 is given by F,: Z0 = ' t+.'P, t>0, /> > 0.
The stabilizer of Z0 e Fx in G' is cosf ^sinfljcosf -^sinfl f £ R ^ = ^ + /2 + p2 .
-jasinf cosf [ixsin^ cosf fort * 0 andp # 0.
Proof. Seep. 115 of [5] . Here a and ft are constants.
So by Proposition 12, the dimension formula will be explicit provided that we can determine vol(T2(Z[i])\H2), a and /?. Proof. Let 8 be the volume. Note that the domain G defined by G: Z e H2, -1/2 < xx, xl2, x12, x2 < 1/2, V^/2 < yx < y2, 0 < 2j12, 2yl2 < yx, as shown in [9] , contains a fundamental domain for E2(Z[<]). Thus we have 8 < vol(G) < 77/I8.
On the other hand, we separate all terms in the dimension formula of Proposition 12 into two sums. Let Q(k) = 2-V48(A: -1)(A: -2)\k -3) 4-5"2[3,-2,3,-2,-2; 10], P(k) = sum of remaining terms.
It is .easy to see that P(k) = Y,2_0Cj(k)(k -2)2 with Cj(k + 12) = C/k). For any real-valued function / defined on Z, we define Af(k)=f(k + 12) -/(*), A" + lf(k) = A"(A/(*)).
Then A"(P(k) + Q(k)) e Z and A3P(k) = 0, it follows that A3Q(k) G Z. From this fact we get a general solution for 8, which is given by 8 = (2"43"35-1 + 2-43"V)w4, |ieZ.
By the estimate 8 < w/18, we then have p. = 0 or 1. If we assume ju = 1, then a direct computation shows that A2(P(k) + Q(ky) is not an integer for some k. Hence ju, = 0 and the proof is completed. It is possible to compute ji directly, but it takes a lot of calculation. Here we use the result from [9] With the result in the Main Theorem and the help of the computer, we get Table 1 which shows the explicit values of dimcSXfc; E2(Z[/'])) when 6 < k < 112. Again, with the help of the computer, we get £ dimcS(k; r2(z[i]))r* =-^^-*=g (i -r4)(i -r10)(i -r12)2(i -r16) with ptf) = fg + 2T16 -7118 + 2T20 + T22 + 2T24 -T26 + 7'28
